It was first necessary to understand the

Bridging the gap
between online &
offline customer
paths to improve
media-spend ROI
and user
experience, with
Google Cloud

different possible customer journeys
and the ability to reconcile online and
offline paths.

Informing online advertising
tactics with offline conversion
data
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These different paths required specific
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(online interactions, calls & CRM data)
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tools like BigQuery ML came in handy
to assess natural variations.

On-off reconciliation based on
Google Cloud
The brand turned to the Google Cloud
Platform to set up this reconciliation

with the help of 55, who was in charge
of needs assessment, specifications as
well as developing the necessary
framework for several use cases. The
use cases included the analysis of
online media channels’ intermediate

Enhanced measurement
capabilities to optimize media
spend and improve lead
generation ROI
Thanks to this reconciliation process,
the brand was able to achieve:

•

Significant cuts in advertising
costs

•

Increase in the number of
contracts for the same amount of
media investments

•

Enhanced user experience and
call-center efficiency

and final conversion rate and ROI, and
the analysis of customer paths to

optimize lead management.
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